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Participant Evaluation Results
Attendance: 46

Respondents: 45

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job (and/or my personal life).
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Over all, this was a good session.
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Open-ended feedback:
Awesome! Engaging!
Clear, concise, enjoyable, helpful.
Enjoyed this session and learned so much. Feel confident
when it comes to copyright now!
Entertaining & informative.
Excellent session.
Excellent!
Excellent. You made copyright interesting & I learned the
PANE approach.
Great fun, wonderful expression.
Great information: love the 4 steps.
Great information—thank you! ☺
Great presentation skills.
Great Presentation. A bit fast. Glad to have Powerpoint. Liked
quizzes.
Great presentation. Good straightforward guidelines!
Great presenter! Answered a lot of questions that I had.
Great review and reminder to reinforce copyright knowledge.
Great.
I liked the info, took dry stuff and made it entertaining.

Much better than what I expected.
Overall, this was an excellent session. Entertaining with great
info.
Superb!
This was a good model for talking about this issue. The
content was fairly basic.
This will be very useful for my team. Thank you!
To the point, good info.
Tom made copyright fun & easy. Thanks!
Very clear, not overwhelming, great presenter.
Very enthusiastic presenter! Great! Best session yet!
Very insightful. Interested in learning more.
Very lively and entertaining but very educational. Loved this
session!
Very useful & engaging.
Very useful content, well presented (active engagement). Very
dynamic presenter! Enjoyed the session very much!
Very well-done presentation. It was clear, with learning
objectives, and I actually learned something that I can
apply.

